
Grace Loweth
RUSU Welfare Officer

For more info, go to my progress tracker at rusu.co.uk

I am now working on a more detailed action plan to
implement new RUSU provision in halls ready for intake. 
I am working with UPP and University colleagues to work
together and create a well-integrated support provision
and feedback mechanism between residents and RUSU.
This will launch ready for intake in September/October.

The applications are now open to recruit students for
the Wellbeing Champions initiative for the next
academic year. We hope to interview the applicants in
mid-May. All School Directors for Teaching and
Learning have been informed and asked to help with
the promotion to relevant students. Depending on
interest, there is potential to offer psychology students
the opportunity to be a Wellbeing Champion for other
schools to enhance their mental health and wellbeing
experience. The students will then be trained and
prepared prior to starting the next Academic Year.

As Welfare Officer, I lead on developing and managing welfare initiatives and
campaigns at RUSU. I really want to raise welfare issues on the University
agenda! I also work with the RUSU Advice Service.

Manifesto: Text Help Service; Wellbeing Wednesdays; Buddy Up Scheme

Summer Term 2021-22
 WELLBEING CHAMPIONS

RELAX WITH RUSU

RUSU PROVISION IN HALLS

Myself and Hannah Skalleberg (Student Engagement
Coordinator) have worked to create a calendar of events
focused around destressing and wellbeing for during the
examination period. This is an initiative that runs every
year and is now able to make a comeback after COVID-
19. The programme of events varies from online
LifeTools seminar sessions, paint and destress events, a
mobile farm coming to campus and networking events in
collaboration with Part-time Officers.

SPORT IN MIND YOGA

Myself and Amy (RUSU Activities Officer) are working
with the Chaplaincy to host a conversation in Mondial on
Tuesday 26th April with Reading Refugee Support
Group to discuss the wider Refugee Crisis, as well as
hearing from a refugee to learn more about the
personal, lived experiences.

REFUGEE STORIES I am still working with local charity, Sport in Mind, to
provide weekly yoga sessions for free to support
any students or staff struggling with their mental
health. Attendees aren’t required to provide any
evidence for this, but are welcome to attend to
provide a space where they are not defined by their
mental health. Sessions take place between 1pm-
2pm every Wednesday in the RUSU Boardroom.

RUSU colleagues and myself are working with the
LGBT+ Staff Network to host a week-long series of
events from 9th May with the week having a key
focus on intersectionality. Events will include things
such as an LGBT+ Careers Fair, talks from industry
experts and students about personal experiences,
seminars and workshops. All events are free and with
the majority being held within RUSU.

READING STUDENT PRIDE



Ben Knowles
RUSU President

I have been working on RUSU's
submission for this year's Green Impact
award, which is an “award-winning
programme designed to support
environmentally and socially sustainable
practice in your organisation.” Aspects 
of this have included promoting
Biodiversity, of which I have led on the
installation of four Swift Boxes on the
RUSU building. I can explain the other
criterion if anyone wishes to know more.

For more info, go to my progress tracker at rusu.co.uk 

As President, I'm responsible for Democracy, Sustainability,
Communications and links between our campuses.

Manifesto: Safety across campus; Standardisation of online resources; growth
or opportunities within RUSU

 Summer Term 2021-22
NUS NATIONAL CONFERENCE

GREEN IMPACT AWARD

Myself and a delegation of elected
students attended the National
Conference of the National Union of
Students with another group of
delegates attending the National
Liberation conference. A statement on
my views regarding the conference can
be found on the RUSU website.

DEMOCRACY OVERHAUL
I have been leading on the ongoing work to
improve our democratic structures. Areas of
focus so far have included moving Full-time
Officer scrutiny to a focus group model,
changing quoracy numbers so that we can
actually get votes through and making time
for amendments in the meeting itself.

WonkHE – a higher education policy
charity, ran a fact-finding trip to
Scandinavia with over a dozen British SUs,
including RUSU. We visited various
institutions across Denmark, Sweden &
Norway, and the trip provided significant
insight into how differently other student-
led organisations work, particularly with
volunteering. I have a report that will be
shared shortly if it has not already.

WONKHE TRIP



After this year’s Leadership Elections, I want to
re-haul them and reach for what the elections
could be instead of what they are. Some of the
changes I am looking at implementing are
society endorsements, where societies can
vote on who they choose to endorse and once
they have proven they have chosen a
candidate diplomatically, that is the only
candidate they can endorse. This is consistent
across many different student unions so we
would be meeting the sectors standard. I am
also looking at cleaning up the complaints
process with the introduction of a complaints
form, which would be more quick and efficient
at dealing with student complaints. I will also
introduce a guidelines sanction table which can
be handed to candidates to make an easier
and more engaging way to see the rules.

Bethany Nugus
RUSU Education Officer

Summer Term 2021-22

Manifesto: Smooth transitions to in-person teaching; tackling deadline
bunching; working with student welfare to better the educational experience

As Education Officer, I'm responsible for ensuring your best interests are
being represented in Teaching and Learning at the University.

For more info, go to my progress tracker at rusu.co.uk

FEEDBACK REPORT

TEF AWARD WORKELECTIONS RE-HAUL
As some of you may know, TEF (Teaching
Excellence Framework) is on the horizon. This is
where universities compile a report to show their
teaching and learning framework and are awarded
either a gold, silver, bronze, or no, award. RUSU are
leading the student report, so are in the process of
writing a report similar to the university but from the
student perspective. Myself and some members of
the Student Voice Team have already sent off our
consultation response, and will be collecting data
from it soon, ready for the next FTO Team to write.

I have recently collected student feedback on the marks that they receive and their feedback. This included
asking questions such as ‘do you receive your feedback in the 15 working days’, ‘what are some things you
find positive about your feedback’ and ‘what areas do you wish had a bigger focus on in your feedback’.
These questions were to help ensure we are representing what students want to the university. I complied all
the feedback and data into a report which I have referenced and used personally in quite a few committee
meetings, as well as circulating it to important stakeholders within RUSU and the university.

On 7th June, we are hosting Beyond the Statistics:
The Awarding Gap in 3sixty. This conference will
feature people from different areas of the field
coming to talk about what the awarding gap is, how
it develops, and possible solutions. This event is for
both staff and students and will be a great way to
learn more and contribute to the solutions and
implementation of decreasing the awarding gap.

AWARDING GAP CONFERENCE



Amy Sheffield
RUSU Activities Officer

For more info, go to my progress tracker at rusu.co.uk

Hosting the Sports, Societies and Student Experience Award ceremonies to reward,
and recognise students who have contributed exceptionally to their communities and
worked to improve the student experience this year. I also hosted Varsity against
Oxford Brookes (all the first in person ones we’ve had in three years!) 

I'm currently surveying students to assess the
demand and find out your opinions on our current
merchandise availability, including expected price
and sustainability requirements.

As Activities Officer, I'm responsible for Sports, Societies, Volunteering
and Student Media.

Manifesto: Keeping everyone connected; improving sports and society
facilities; and focusing on the mental health and wellbeing of societies

Summer Term 2021-22

RUSU MERCHANDISE

HOSTING AWARDS BALLS AND VARSITY

COMMITTEE ELECTIONS

COMMITTEE HANDOVER WORKSHOPS

Planning is underway for committee handover
workshops to help committees transition smoothly
into the next academic year, with access to an
inclusion/EDI handbook on how to make their
society more inclusive and accessible to all.

Promoting committee elections to societies and
sports clubs for the next academic year.

 INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

EDI REP TRAINING

Organising and hosting RUSU’s International
Women’s Day celebration and platforming a
variety of stories and talent of our women in
sports teams and societies. We provided a
safe space to learn about intersectional
experiences as women and struggles we
encounter, while exploring solutions across
wider society and as individuals. 

Making Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Rep training
available for welfare representatives on committees.

STUDENT SPACE
We're undergoing analysis and assessment of
current student space on campus and soon I'll
be conducting a survey to gather opinions and
assess the demand of current sports facilities.
Separate to this, I am also researching options
to provide more social space and society
bookable rooms within RUSU. 


